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T H WHITE becomes new UK distributor for Jensen
wood chippers

Bill Johnston (left), Business Manager of Jensen UK, with one of the long-standing
Jensen dealers, Charles Walter of Arbrep Services Ltd.

Jensen, ‘the original wood chipper’ has an enviable history of over 130
years of engineering and experience in developing market-leading wood
chippers. The range is now being distributed exclusively by T H WHITE
Machinery Imports throughout the UK.

Jensen has the widest wood chipper range on the market today, providing
solutions for the high-end domestic client, ground care professionals, and
for the commercial forestry and arboriculture industries across the UK.
Jensen chipper models are available tracked, trailed or tractor-mounted,
solving issues with slopes, embankments or difficult terrain. For more
challenging projects Jensen provide an innovative service of ‘custombuild’ solutions, often combining Palfinger Cranes or steel conveyor belts
to make light work of the most demanding projects.
The best-selling Jensen model for ground care professionals in the UK is
the A530L with a 150mm chipping capacity. Featuring synchronized
hydraulic feed rollers, complete with adjustable roller speed controls. The
A530L is manufactured with robust and efficient German engineering that
you can rely on. A powerful 35hp Kubota diesel engine ensures both
excellent performance and reliability of this machine, whilst maintaining a
chipper weight of sub 750kg.
The launch of the Jensen Spider has enhanced the brand, creating a
chipper that can traverse the most difficult terrain. Hydraulic variable
tracks allow safe and speedy access even to difficult areas, saving
professional users both time and money.
This world-class brand will further strengthen T H WHITE’s offering to its
ground care dealer network whilst continuing to work with Jensen’s
existing dealers across their UK territories – Arbrep Services Ltd at Alton,
Dennis Barnfield Ltd at Carnforth, Riverlea at Pembrokeshire and West
Wales, and Beaver Plant Ltd at York. Additionally, T H WHITE
Groundcare will offer Jensen wood chippers through its branches in
Reading, Tetbury, Redditch and Stockbridge. This experienced and
carefully selected professional dealer network brings a wealth of sale and
service expertise to assist clients in selecting the right wood chipper for
their intended use and then maintain that equipment for its lifetime.
The new Jensen wood chipper range will be managed from T H WHITE’s
Stockbridge branch.
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About T H WHITE

T H WHITE Machinery Imports, part of the T H WHITE Group brings niche groundcare
machinery to professional groundcare dealers throughout the UK. Sales are supported with
dealer after-sales expertise of routine servicing, maintenance contracts and warranty.
T H WHITE Group is a private company with a turnover in excess of £120 million. It has
businesses in agriculture, cars and commercial vehicles, lorry cranes, professional
groundcare and construction equipment, energy, fire and security systems, as well as grain
processing and bulk storage installations. Since the business was founded in 1832, its
purpose has been to help customers get the best from innovation to support livelihoods for
generations. The Head Office is located in Devizes, Wiltshire, and T H WHITE Machinery
Imports is based in Stockbridge, Hampshire. Jensen UK is a trading name of T H WHITE
Machinery Imports.
www.thwhite.co.uk

About Jensen
German based Jensen Service GMbH was established in 1884 by Peter Jensen. Beginning
production in a small village in the very north of Germany the company also built agricultural
machines at that time and served local communities and authorities. Now market leading
specialists in woodchippers, Jensen is the product of choice in Germany for contractors and
end users in ground care and forestry applications where chipping is a need. Expansion in
Europe and more recently globally to Russia, Japan and New Zealand has earnt Jensen its
international reputation as the original brand of wood chipper.
www.jensen-service.de

